**Oxford Road Building**
You’re standing in front of one of the newest buildings on Emory’s campus. It contains one of the largest collegiate ______ in the country.

**The Business School**
This undergraduate division of Emory University is named after a former Coca-Cola CEO and is consistently ranked as one of the top business schools in the nation! What is the name of our Business School?

**The Quadrangle**
This museum is the largest campus museum in the Southeast. The museum is responsible for uncovering Pharaoh Ramses II! What is the museum’s name?

**The Library**
This prominent figure in Atlanta donated money in the form of Coca-Cola stock, which helped Emory grow to the institution it is today. To thank him, we named our library after him and built a statue in his honor. Who is this gentleman?

**Cox Hall**
Standing tall so all can see, this building has a ______ that lets students know what time it is.

**Dooley Statue**
This statue of Dooley, Emory’s unofficial mascot, allows him to overlook the central hub of campus. What kind of creature is the Lord of Misrule?

**DUC**
Here, you will find a building within a building and the main cafeteria where students eat. What does the DUC stand for? **BONUS: What is the name of the building inside of the building?**

**McDonough Field**
Here is where many concerts are held on campus - artists such as T.I., B.O.B, Ludacris, Third Eye Blind, and many others have performed here. Who would you like to see perform on Emory’s campus?

**American Dream Statue**
What does this statue represent? Why do you think it is in front of the Woodruff Physical Education Center?

**Woodruff Physical Education Center**
Informally called the WoodPEC (pronounced woodpeck), this building is our main physical education center. Here, you will find a swimming pool where Olympians trained when the Olympics were in Atlanta. What year did Atlanta host the Olympics?

Dooley, the Spirit of Emory & Lord of Misrule, wishes you luck on your hunt through campus!